A family of destabilized cyan fluorescent proteins as transcriptional reporters in S. cerevisiae.
The 'programmable' features of the N-end rule degradation pathway and a ubiquitin fusion strategy were exploited to create a family of destabilized cyan fluorescent proteins (CFP) to be used as transcriptional reporters. The N-degron CFP reporters characterized in this report have half-lives of approximately 75, 50 and 5 min, but further modification of the N-degron signal sequences could readily generate additional variants within this range. These destabilized CFP reporters have been engineered into convenient plasmid constructs with features to enable their expression from upstream activating sequences of choice and to facilitate their targeted integration to the URA3-TIM9 intergenic region of chromosome V. The advantages and limitations of these reporters as temporal indicators of gene expression in living cells are illustrated by their application as reporters of galactose- and pheromone-induced transcription. The plasmid design we describe and the range of different stabilities that are theoretically feasible with this strategy make the N-degron CFP reporters easily adapted to a variety of applications.